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Firstgas has been progressing the following two significant engineering projects at different locations in North Taranaki: 

1.  Gilbert Stream – realigning the Maui Pipeline because of the risk posed by coastal erosion; and

2.  Pariroa – removing a temporary bypass installed around a section of Maui Pipeline impacted by land movement and 
implementing a permanent repair. 

Both projects require newly constructed sections of pipeline to be reconnected, or “tied-in”, to the existing Maui Pipeline.  
Firstgas intends to perform the tie-ins for both Gilbert Stream and Project Pariroa concurrently during Auckland Anniversary 
weekend 2022 (commencing the evening of Friday 28 January through to the morning of Monday 31 January 2022). The 
project would be deferred to the following Waitangi Day long weekend in the event of adverse weather conditions. 

To carry-out the multiple tie-ins, a section of the Maui Pipeline will need to be isolated for a period of between 55-60 hours.  
With the valued assistance of a few large gas users who will either stop or reduce gas use during the outage period, we will 
be able to maintain normal supplies to all other industrial, commercial and domestic users.  

Key customer updates  
at this stage

• Construction of the Gilbert Stream realignment is nearing completion
• Repair of the buckle at Pariroa is commencing according to schedule

Operational update Gilbert Stream
• Construction of the realigned pipeline section is nearing completion
• Pipe laying is complete, and hydrotesting is under way
• Remaining minor civils works (site drainage & re-grassing etc) is nearing completion

  One of the two tie-in locations at Gilbert stream, showing existing 400-Line (black/white) and realigned section  
& hydrotest header (green/yellow) 
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Operational update Pariroa
•  Land access has been secured allowing repair of the buckled section at Pariroa. The final judge-

ment is still pending however we are optimistic that this will ensure that access is available for 
tie-in work in January

•  The repair design has been complete, with several repair options identified depending on the 
as-found condition of the buckle once fully excavated

•  Pipe sections to be used for repair are undergoing hydrotest prior to installation

Tie-ins preparation 
•  Tie-in methodology development is at completion
•  Pipeline cleaning and cutting trials have been completed
•  Tie-in resources have been confirmed
•  Long lead materials are either on order or on hand

Health and safety •  The focus at Gilbert Stream and Pariroa is to complete the remaining works while maintaining 
the high HSE standard seen throughout the project

• Plans are being developed to manage the potential impact of Covid-19 on this work

Next update: During week beginning 22 November
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